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General Education Ad Hoc Committee Reports, March 2020 
Submitted to: Faculty Senate Executive Council; General Education Task Force 
 
The attached reports represent current drafts of the General Education requirements, as presented 
by the individual ad hoc committees tasked with refining them. !"#$%&'#%()*#)+#+%&,%&+-(,.'$%*.%
*"#%/#)#'&0%1+23&*(.)%40(5)6#)*%!&,7%8.'3#%&)+%*"#%8&320*$%9#)&*#:%&)+%&'#%).*%;()&0%+'&;*,. In 
some cases, the ad hoc committee recommendations require significant changes to the 
framework proposed in January 2020. Framework considerations are not being taken lightly, and 
any such changes would include thorough discussion of impacts on students across the 
university, as well as capacity needs. The Task Force expects to post the refined General 
Education Framework in mid-April; changes to the framework will be based on feedback and 
discussion of these ad hoc reports in the Faculty Senate meeting of 3/23, and in online open 
forums scheduled for 3/25 and 3/31. Given the short time frame, we anticipate that additional 
refinements to the approval criteria and student outcomes will be needed next fall. However, the 
goal of the Task Force remains to present an overall framework to the Faculty Senate for 
approval this semester.  
 
Open forums (URL will connect to a Teams meeting): 
3/25 from 11-12:30   http://go.uvm.edu/eh3v6 
 
3/31 from 11:30-1   http://go.uvm.edu/rgyto 
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In early February 2020, seven ad hoc committees were empaneled to consider each of the 
proposed new categories in the draft General Education Framework. All of the committees 
addressed key questions regarding the place of their category or categories in the framework and 
most completed drafts of revised category descriptions, approval criteria, and in some cases, 
student learning outcomes. Documents outlining these are included in this report. For more 
information on committee membership and nomination process, or the draft framework, please 
see the links above. For more information on the current General Education categories, to which 
no changes are proposed, please visit the General Education website. 
 
The General Education framework proposed in January included: 

1. A vision for General Education at UVM that will guide the development of the 
requirements and framework: 
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Arts and Humanities General Education Requirement 
 
Arts and Humanities General Education Requirement 
 
Students will take six credits in the Arts and Humanities category. To assist students and faculty 
in understanding this broad field, and to create opportunity for the various colleges to develop 
more nuanced requirements, we have subdivided the criteria and objectives into two categories: 
1) Arts and Literature and 2) Humanities. 
 
Arts and Literature 
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Humanities 
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The humanities involve the study of past and present human thought about the way the world 
works and how people should behave, exploring big questions with which human cultures have 
grappled for centuries.  The study of the humanities helps students to understand what it means 
to be human and how the past has shaped the present, building skills in using primary source 
evidence to construct rational arguments, and expanding capacity to empathize with other 
people. 

F.2',#%4BB'.-&0%F'(*#'(&=%
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Courses meeting the Humanities requirement should do at least two of the following three things: 

• Expand students’ knowledge of cultural constructs and past events and the vocabulary in 
which humanities scholars describe and characterize them. 

• 
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Social Sciences Gen Ed Requirement 

%
The social sciences focus on how individuals, groups, and institutions affect and interact with 
each other. Through systematic investigation, social scientists generate explanatory frameworks 
for understanding human behavior, action, and social practices. Studying social science prepares 
students to examine past and present social problems; to think critically about individual, local, 
regional, and global contexts; and to improve societal well-being. 

 

Course approval criteria: 

The faculty member must describe how the course accomplishes all of the following, including 
points where student progress towards the Gen Ed Social Science Learning Outcomes will be 
assessed: 

1. Students +#-#0.B%&)%2)+#',*&)+()5%of how individuals, groups, or institutions affect and 
interact with each other. 

2.  Students #AB0.'#%theories of human behavior, experience, institutions, or social systems. 

3. Students 0#&')%&C.2*%systematic investigation in social science through the methods and 
processes of research, such as identifying research questions, data collection, analysis, and 
representation of findings. 

 

Student Learning Outcomes: 

In the context of the course topic or field of inquiry, students successfully completing a course 
fulfilling the Gen Ed Social Science requirement will: 

1. Be able to draw on course topics, materials, and activities to +#,3'(C# how individuals, 
groups or institutions affect and interact with each other. 

2. Be able to (+#)*(;$%&)+%+#6.),*'&*#%2)+#',*&)+()5%.; theories of human behavior, 
experience, institutions, or social systems addressed in the course.  

3. T#3.5)(S#%&)+%#-&02&*#%U#AB0&()VW methods and processes of systematic investigation in 
one or more applied examples of social science research.  
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Natural Science General Education Requirement 
 
In natural sciences courses, students become familiar with scientific thought, observation, 
experimentation, and formal hypothesis testing.  They develop the skills necessary to make 
informed judgments about scientific information and arguments related to the natural world.  
Students also gain the ability to assess the impacts of our expanding scientific knowledge and 
technology on the diversity of life on Earth, and the quality of life for our own species. All courses 
provide experiences with the methods of scientific inquiry used to develop new knowledge about 
the natural world. 
 
LX%3.2',#,%+.%).*%()302+#%&%0&CE%LY%3.2',#,%"&-#%&%0&C.'&*.'$%3.6B.)#)*E%
%%
Both N1 and N2 courses must:  
• promote the observation of natural systems as a way of knowing, including the analysis of 
complex phenomena by isolating and studying their components in the field or under controlled 
conditions, 

• emphasize the process of generating working hypotheses based on both qualitative and 
quantifiable observations and present the evolution of hypotheses into theories and models that 
account for observable natural phenomena, and 

• illustrate the use of appropriate theories and models to predict change in natural systems over 
time.  
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Mathematics (MA) Requirement 
 
Familiarity with the language of mathematics is crucial for a full appreciation of our world. But 
the phrase “Math is Everywhere” is true only to the extent that one knows where and how to look, 
as mathematics has strong links to all of the liberal arts. The courses fulfilling this requirement 
help guide students in both of these processes. In addition to illustrating the u
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Proposed Quantitative & Data Literacy (QD) Information 
 
Rationale/Preamble 
 
In order to accommodate the addition of a Mathematics requirement in the Liberal Arts Core, as 
well as ensure that students have attained a level of numeracy appropriate for a UVM graduate, 
we are proposing the following changes to the existing Quantitative Reasoning (QR) requirement. 
First: that the requirement be reconfigured as Z2&)*(*&*(-#%&)+%O&*&%P(*#'&3$ (QD) emphasizing 
the application of quantitative methods across disciplines (other than Mathematics) in the Liberal 
Arts Core. And, second, that this become a *&55#+ requirement within the Liberal Arts Core that 
students can complete without having to add to the credit burden of the program of General 
Education. 
 
We see several benefits to this approach. First, the updated category allows greater breadth by 
integrating data dexterity with numeric literacy.  Second, since all students will also be required to 
complete the Mathematics 
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Communication Skills General Education Requirement 
 
Communication Skills General Education Requirement 
 
Students will take nine credits in the Communication Skills category: the current Foundational 
Writing and Information Literacy requirement, taken in the first year, followed by a Writing and 
Information Literacy Tier 2 (WIL2) course and an Oral Communication (OC) course.  The 
proposed WIL2 and OC requirements are described more fully below. 
 
Writing and Information Literacy 2 (3 credits) 
Brief Description 
4++(*(.),%(*&0(3(S#+ 
This proposal is to change the university’s writing and information literacy requirement from one 
course to two. Currently, students must complete the foundational writing and information 
literacy (FWIL) requirement, which is ordinarily accomplished in the first year. This second 
writing and information literacy requirement (WIL2) would provide additional instruction and 
practice within frameworks of disciplines and fields of study. Courses that fulfill WIL2 will help 
students gain familiarity and fluency with genres, conventions, and formats typical in a discipline 
or field as well as develop a deeper understanding of how knowledge is accessed, developed, and 
shared.  
WIL2 courses build on skills and processes introduced in FWIL but refined through the 
conventions and practices of the field or discipline, including writing appropriately for different 
purposes, audiences, and contexts; posing and pursuing questions using relevant, reliable, and 
useful information while integrating and documenting sources correctly; understanding and 
evaluating ideas and evidence in texts; and developing flexible writing processes, including 
planning, drafting, revising, and polishing. 4)$%&BB'.-#+%K[PY%3.2',#%D(00%,&*(,;$%*"#%
'#J2('#6#)*%;.'%&)$%,*2+#)*E%%!"#'#%(,%).%'#J2('#6#)*%*"&*%K[PY%3.2',#,%C#%3.6B0#*#+%()%&%
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,2C,*&)*(&0E%

In addition, the course must address and assess student learning in each of the three objectives 
(listed below), attending to at least two bullet points for each objective. 
Learning Objectives  
F"&)5#,%&'#%(*&0(3(S#+%;.'%*"#%3.66(**##\,%C#)#;(* 
Using Disciplinary or Field-Based Frameworks 

• Students understand and can apply increasingly complex disciplinary approaches to 
reading, writing, and working with information 

• 9*2+#)*,%0#&')%&)+%2,#%*"#%0&)52&5#%&)+%6#*".+,%.;%&%+(,3(B0()#%.'%;(#0+ 
•  9*2+#)*,%#)5&5#%D(*"%+#C&*#,%.'%3.)-#',&*(.),%*"&*%&'#%(6B.'*&)*%()%*"#%;(#0+ 
• 9*2+#)*,%+#6.),*'&*#%&)%&C(0(*$%*.%3.662)(3&*#%*.%&%'&)5#%.;%&2+(#)3#,:%&,%&BB'.B'(&*#%

;.'%*"#%3.2',#%6&*#'(&0,%&)+%3.)*#A*% 

Developing Flexible Writing and Inquiry Processes 
• Students become aware that writing and information literacy develop via flexible and 

iterative processes 
• 
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Approval Criteria 
• Students should have at least three opportunities per course to develop and practice oral 

communication skills through a wide range of possible assignments. 
• The course should include faculty supervised and evaluated oral presentations wherein 

at least 30% of the grade is based on oral presentation and listening. 
• Provide as much opportunity as possible for students to practice and improve their oral 

presentations as well as opportunity to critique oral communication. For approval, the 
instructor should address how the course size and structure will enable sufficient practice for 
students to meet the outcomes. 

• Emphasize listening as well as presentation skills. 
• Emphasize information literacy. 
In addition, th
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Global Citizenship Competencies 
 
We live in a world that is more and more interconnected: as human societies are brought into 
tightening webs of contact with one another, the implications for both human and natural 
systems are vast and varied. Citizens of the world share common values and needs. These 
commonalities foster compassion for those with whom we share our planet. Global Citizenship 
courses help students understand the nature and implications of global interconnectedness; they 
also help students develop the skills they need to participate effectively in our increasingly global 
society. 
 
Students can fulfill the global citizenship requirement through one of two pathways: 
GC1: Courses that address systems and problems that are global in scope. These courses will 
help students understand the nature and complexity of global phenomena. They may address 
artistic, cultural, ecological, economic, human health, political, technological, or other aspects of 
our increasingly interdependent world. They explore the unique opportunities and problems 
created by such interconnectedness and interdependence. 
 
GC2: Courses that develop skills necessary to participate effectively as a citizen in local 
communities and the world at large. To be effective and responsible members of a diverse and 
interconnected global community, students need to be able to collaboratively effect change, to 
communicate across cultural boundaries, and to think deeply and creatively about shared 
responsibilities and injustices. The courses in this pathway are designed to impart at least one of 
the following core skills: civic engagement, cross-cultural communication, ethical reasoning, 
language proficiency. 
 
/FX%F.2',#%4BB'.-&0%F'(*#'(&=%%
To be considered for meeting the GC1 pathway, a course must include material (lectures, videos, 
readings, activities) and outputs (student papers, exams, portfolios, etc.) that: 
1) Address phenomena that are global in nature; and 
2) Address these phenomena through at least one of the following lenses: artistic, cultural, 
ecological, economic, human health, political, or technological; and 
3) Explore the opportunities and problems created by the interconnectedness and 
interdependence of global phenomena outlined in #1. 
 
GC1 Learning Competencies: 
(still under development) 
 
/FX%F.2',#%4BB'.-&0%F'(*#'(&=%%
 
To be considered for meeting the GC2 pathway, a course must include material (lectures, videos, 
readings, activities) and outputs (student papers, exams, portfolios, etc.) that: 
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1) Help students develop skills necessary to participate effectively as a citizen in local 
communities and the world at large in any of the following areas: 
 a) civic engagement 
 b) cross-cultural communication 
 c) ethical reasoning 
 d) language proficiency 
 
GC2 Learning Competencies: 
(still under development) 
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Social Justice Ad Hoc Committee Proposal 

March 6, 2020 
 
Following extensive discussion about the proposal to include a Social Justice co-requirement in 


